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February 16, 2018 

 

Group Cleanup Guidelines 

 

 

Group contact person: Ognjen Miljanić in 5028 SERC Building, email: miljanic@uh.edu. 

 

Group cleanup is scheduled for the second Saturday of each month. It starts at 9:00am and lasts until 

3:00pm, or until everything is clean (whichever is earlier). These instructions list the items that should be 

cleaned during cleanup days. 

 

Desk and Office Space 

A messy desk (a) is a fire hazard, (b) gives an impression of a sloppy person and scientist, (c) facilitates loss 

of important papers. Start the group cleanup by cleaning your desk: 

1. Return all the books that you borrowed—and finished using—to Ognjen or the library. 

2. Clearly label and file all spectra and other analytical data. 

3. If you were keeping notes on pieces of paper (which you should NEVER do), transfer them into 

your notebooks. 

4. Return all vendors’ catalogs to shelves. While you are there, check for duplicate and outdated 

catalogs and recycle those that are obsolete. 

5. File the articles you have finished reading. Use the filing cabinets! 

6. Recycle all unnecessary paper. 

7. If needed, replace the paper and the toner for the printer. 

8. Throw away all empty boxes, packaging material, nonfunctioning pens, etc. 

9. Wipe the dust from your desk, shelves, filing cabinets, etc. 

10. Clean out the fridges, microwaves, and coffee machines. Throw away leftovers. 

 

Glassware 

1. Wash and dry ALL glassware that is not currently in use. This includes NMR tubes! Put away 

glassware that you have been keeping on your drying rack or in your oven. 

2. Use your KOH bath for really dirty glassware. If the bath is dark brown, it is time to empty it out and 

make a new one. 



3. Label and put away all your samples. If something is junk, and you are sure of it, throw it away. If you 

are done working with a sample, transfer it into a 20 mL vial, label it and put it away. Do not use 

round-bottom flasks as storage vessels. 

 

Chemicals 

1. Put all chemicals back into their designated locations. If you used up a chemical, inform the person 

in charge of chemical storage so that our inventory can be updated. 

2. Wipe the dust from each individual bottle of chemicals. The person in charge of chemical storage is 

responsible for this task. 

3. If you find an empty or broken bottle, throw it away and make a note of it in the inventory. 

4. Refill all your workup solutions. Refill your silica receptacle. 

 

Chemical Waste 

1. Label all of your waste solvent bottles and waste silica receptacles and submit a waste pickup request. 

Group cleanup is the best time to do this. 

2. Dispose all needles in the sharps container. 

3. Dispose all broken glassware in the appropriate waste basket. However, if the broken vessel is 

salvageable—i.e. if joints are fine—clean it and ask the glassblower to repair it. 

 

Benches 

1. Clean out all clutter. Move samples into a drawer designated for storage of your samples or fridge. 

Clean out all glassware and put it away. 

2. Wipe the benches thoroughly to remove dust, silica, traces of chemicals etc. 

3. Replace any vacuum, compressed air, or water hoses that are showing significant deterioration. 

4. Clean out, thoroughly, all stirring and heating plates that you used. Scrub their shiny heating surface 

if it is dirty. 

 

Hood 

 Same as for the benches. Also, clean out your vacuum line VERY thoroughly. 

 

Rotovap 

1. Empty the solvent collection flask. 

2. Empty and clean your cold-finger trap. 

3. Clean out bump traps. Also, take out and completely clean the glass tube that connects the bump 

trap to the body of the rotovap. 

4. Empty and clean the water bath. Use distilled water to refill it. 



 

Ultrasonic Bath 

1. Empty it, clean it, and refill with distilled water. 

 

Balances 

1. Clean them carefully. NEVER clean the weighing surface while it is still attached to the balance. 

Detach it and then thoroughly clean it and dry it before putting it back. 

2. If needed (and it is very rarely needed), recalibrate your balance. 

3. If needed, get more weighing paper. 

 

Vacuum Pump 

1. Empty and clean your vacuum trap. 

2. Every three months, you MUST change oil in your pump. If you used the pump heavily, you should 

shorten this interval. It is your responsibility to keep an accurate record of pump oil changes. 

 

Ovens 

1. They typically do not get very dirty. Still, clean out all the clutter that should not be stored in the 

oven. Leave molecular sieves, NMR tubes, Schlenk flasks, and needles in the oven. 

 

Other Instruments 

1. If you were the last person using them, you are in charge of dusting them off and getting any supplies 

that might have been used up. 

 

Solvent Purification System MB-SPS (for the person in charge of it) 

1. Check the remaining supply of solvents and place an order with Aldrich if more are needed. 

2. Order more nitrogen, if needed. 

3. Detach all receiving flasks, and clean out the joints on the MB-SPS with acetone. 

4. Dissemble, wash (acetone, then distilled water), and oven-dry all receiving flasks. Reattach them to 

MB-SPS, evacuate, and refill with nitrogen. 

5. Clean the dust from the system. 

 

Glovebox (for the person in charge of it) 

1. Regenerate the glovebox catalyst every four months, or more frequently depending on the use. See 

glovebox instructions on how to do this. 

2. Order more nitrogen, if needed. 

3. Collect all junk from the box—dirty vials, pipettes, kimwipes, etc.—and throw them away. Warn 



people about unlabelled samples once, and then throw them away. 

4. Clean out the antechamber, making sure it is isolated from the glovebox. 

5. Put more supplies—kimwipes, pipettes, etc.—into the glovebox, if needed. 

6. Make an entry of what you did in the glovebox logbook. 


